SPILL CLEAN SOLUTION (SCS-100)

SCS-100 is a unique blend of biodegradable, water based surfactants, wetting agents and emulsifiers developed for industry and emergency response and Haz-Mat teams as an effective solution to enhance many technologies for hydrocarbon mitigation. These technologies include bioremediation, VOC Vapor and Odor Suppression, Tank Entry, Workover Turnarounds, Underground Storage Tank Washouts, Emergency Response, Spill Mitigation ans Sludge Separation.

Agent for Fire Fighting

It is used by many fire departments, industry Haz-Mat teams and environmental emergency response teams as it offers superior fire knockdown performance.

SCS-100 applies like water, not foam. It does not form a foam blanket that can be breached. The application of SCS-100 emulsifies, encapsulates and disperses the hydrocarbons into the solution resulting in VOC vapor release being greatly reduced or eliminated. This process offers additional safety for cleanup operations. SCS-100 does not require special aspirators, nozzles, generators or other equipment. It is excellent in windy conditions, land or surface spills, uneven ground or where fire fighting requirements need direct and aggressive attack procedures.

Spill Clean Solution-100 can be applied with standart foam eductors, pre-mixed in bladder tanks or applied with a wide range of proportioning equipment. It is effective when used with hard, soft, blackish or salt waters in only a 6% solution.

Agent for Emergency Response

Emergency Response personnel with city fire departments, ports, petrochemical plants, refineries, ships,drilling rigs, platforma, gasoline stations and other areas where Volative Organic Compounds(VOC’s) exist use SCS-100 to eliminate and when they leak or spill. This is because SCS-100 has the unique ability to encapsulate and emulsify the hydrocarbon giving long-term vapor suppression.

SCS-100, diluted to a 3% to 6% solution can be applied with any water applicator. Special equipment is not required. Since it is not a foam, it can be applied during high winds and on rolling terrain. It is designed to mitigate and disperse hydrocarbon fuel spills on pavement, roadways and on water. It is the only choice when degassing or removing hydrocarbon residues from storage tanks, ship bilges, UTS’s and sewers.
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